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1. EDITORIAL 

The need for a proper Club Newsletter has been obvious for some time and the Committee asked for 
a volunteer to act as Editor. So here it is with Volume 1 Issue 1. 

The Newsletter will inform members as to what is going on and what has been achieved on a bi-
monthly basis. Not only will the CFI, Chairman and each responsible Committee member be giving a 
briefing, but there will be articles about gliding from members of all stages of personal development. 
That is assuming I can persuade and/or bully fellow members into writing them. 



Each issue will have a ‘Featured Member’ giving his or her story of how they got into our sport and 
what they do when not gliding. 

Members’ achievements will be publicised and their achievements recognised. 

Letters to the Editor may be published and, where appropriate a reply from the Chairman or other 
appropriate person may be provided. 

There is a For Sale & Wanted section which can include everything from aeroplanes, syndicate 
shares, parts for trailers, used cars, odds & ends – well anything in fact. 

Please help me to make this a success for all of us. Write something interesting and don’t worry if 
you’ve never written anything for a newsletter or magazine before, it can be edited to correct 
spelling or to make it ‘flow’ better. Any funny comments you might overhear on the field or in the 
hangar or clubhouse will be most welcome.  

By the time you read this the new Flying Scholarship scheme will be almost ready to begin. Michael 
has covered this in ‘Chairman’s Chat’. Suffice to say that this is the first such scheme in U.K. gliding 
and the BGA are very interested in it as a model for other clubs. 

The ‘soaring season’ will shortly be upon us, so let’s make it a good and safe year for us all. 

2. CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 

First of all I would like to thank Peter for taking on this task as editor. 

 The annual Club Dinner on 2nd March was a great evening. More members attended this year and 
the booze was cheap - £9.00 for a good bottle of wine. 

The club’s award of the ‘bog’ seat went to our Deputy Chairman for trying to launch the tractor with 
‘Farmer Palmer’ hanging on.  

The Marshal Papworth Bowl went jointly to Alan Wyse for becoming a inspector and taking on the 
aircraft membership and to David Braham for his great help to the club over many, many years on 
annual inspections and other engineering work. Our sincere thanks go to you both. 

With regard to the Wind Turbines, I am quite sure that we will win at district level, but could loose 
on appeal, should it go that far. However, the applicant is now talking to the parties involved about 
turning them off when the wind is 10 knots or above from 358 to 058 degrees. If this is agreed it will 
be legally biding on all parties and will resolve our problem completely. This will be the first such 
agreement near an airfield so far as we are aware. 

Details of the Gliding Scholarships appear below. On behalf of the club and Ramsey Abbey College I 
have applied for £8,500 to fully cover the cost of 12 students from Ramsey Abbey College College 
from the Lottery - Sport England. There are 15 applications so Steve and Roger Emms will fly them 
on 31st March and 13th April.  Peter Valentine and I will look after them on the ground so that all 
four of us will be doing the final selection. These 15 year old young people will be full junior 
members of the club   Only one two-seater will be used on those days for Gliding Scholarship flying 
so other club training can still take place on the other 2-seater.  We will start with six first, with three 
on Saturdays and three on Sundays. The other six will start before the end of the lottery grant year. 
This is a major development for our Club and for gliding in general. 

I think that's enough from me for the first edition except to say that our news letter will only 
succeed if members support it. 



 

3.   CFI’S SECTION 

With spring just around the corner my thoughts are towards the soaring season. 

We all have a great year ahead of us and once the club fleet is back on line there will be 2 x two-
seaters available & 3 single-seaters including our ‘new’ K6  

We now have lots of pilots who want to achieve many of their own targets and my personal goals for 
2013 are to achieve more cross-country flights, get those kms on the board & knock ‘Juliet Yankee’ 
off the top spot (got my work cut out for me there). My cross-country flights will include 2-seater 
shared flights & training flights. 

When we get Lyn & Roy back as instructors this will make the instructor team more able to help & 
fulfil our pilot’s needs at all levels. 

2013 sees NVGC award 6 scholarships for Ramsey Abbey College students this will bring a new 
strong youth presence to the club. More on this elsewhere in the newsletter. 

I have had my instructor rating converted to the new EASA Flight Instructor.  

The instructors had agreed that we should start annual checks in November which has provided the 
opportunity to complete most pilots’ spin checks as we have had high winds producing very high 
launches. Well done to those pilots. However SLF’s, etc., have not been achieved due to the wet 
airfield. 

Let all of us aim to achieve more  in 2013 than we did last year. Please remember all you have been 
taught by your instructors & above all lets Fly Safely 

Have fun & get those badge claims. 

Thanks, Steve Jarvis, CFI  

4. AIRCRAFT MEMBER’S NOTES by Alan 

As at 09 March 2013 here’s where we are with the Annuals and ARCs for this year. 

The new club K6, kindly donated by Alan and Margaret Childs, is still at Husbands-Bosworth awaiting 
the final paperwork from the CAA before it can be test flown prior to being returned to Upwood. 
Unfortunately we have no forecast date for when the K6 will take to the air at NVGC again, but we 
expect to have it back before the weather turns soarable. 
 
The K13 ‘CFG’ is back in the air all bright and shiny following completion of its Annual Inspection. 
Both sets of straps have been renewed and the glider has been thoroughly cleaned and polished. 
Please try to keep it in this condition by taking time to wash it down at the end of each flying day. Its 
ARC (Airworthiness Review Certificate) remains valid from last year until 26th April so we have a 
month or so to get this completed. However this Thursday, when we took the seat out to adjust the 
wheel-brake post air-test we found a large split in the skirt in front of the wheel that was not there 
during the Inspection. This damage was probably caused by the spoon of the dolly, so please take 
care when pulling the glider on and off the spoon. Please also ensure this K13 always points towards 
the clubhouse when being put in the hangar – this is to prevent the brake being damaged by contact 
with the spoon. 

 



The K8 fuselage has had the welding repair completed and floor tubes straightened, and is now in 
the Aircraft Container for large fabric patches to be repaired. I would like to thank especially Peter 
Speer and Jonathan Furniss for taking this on, a task that we had not foreseen at the start of its 
Inspection. Once the fabric repairs and a small repair to the fin (trailer damage) have been 
completed we will be able to finish the paperwork and prepare the ARC Review. 
 

Our K7/13 DOX remains in service for the time being until after the pending Instructor Renewals, 
which will need 2 serviceable 2-seaters. We then have until 19th April to start its Annual Inspection 
and 90 days to complete it and its ARC Review for another 12 months.  
 

Work is progressing well on the Junior which has needed minor gel repairs to the underside of the 
nose and the leading edge of the port wing. The starboard wing has been sent out to Trevor Nash for 
a specialised repair to the trailing edge following a ground-handling impact with the airfield caravan. 
This is all in addition to the usual inspection work. A solution to the old problem of the pilot’s 
shoulder straps slipping off in flight has been found, and will be installed before the Junior returns to 
operations. 
 

Once all of the repairs, inspections and ARC Reviews have been completed we are planning to fit a 
radio to CFG, primarily for cross-country training, and to upgrade DOX with a radio and one for the 
K8 as well. Our Instructors want to introduce in-circuit radio calls to improve local flight safety, 
hence the need to ensure all our gliders have operational radios fitted. We have had to spend quite 
some time this winter repairing our gliders – the K8 wingtip, the Junior damage, K8 floor tubes bent, 
CFG fabric damage under the fuselage etc, all of which was done ‘on the ground’ and is thus 
avoidable. So may I make a plea for all of us to take extra care this year to try to prevent any repeats, 
and help to make the annual inspection tasks a bit less protracted next year.  

Finally, and on behalf of all members, I would like to express thanks to Roly Taylor and Advanced 
Aircraft Training Ltd for the new Aircraft Maintenance Toolkit, now present in a shiny red cabinet in 
the hangar. It is much appreciated, Roly, and is already seeing much use. 

5. GROUND EQUIPMENT THINGS by Peter 

Following the January maintenance our mechanical transport, winches and other equipment is fully 
serviceable, at least it is as I write this in early March. 

The Land-Rover has a new gearbox which works properly without ‘clonking’, the Nissan’s diff casing 
doesn’t leak oil, its clutch has been replaced and the twin-drum winch has all new cable. 

It is inevitable that some work will be needed during the year, but if the fantastic amount of help 
which was forthcoming during ‘shut down’ is anything to go by, nothing will be a big problem. 

We now, thanks to Romo, Taff and others, have a trailer for the K13, which means dual cross-
countries can take place 

6.    SITE SITUATION by Brian 

As you will all know, the airfield has been WET, WET, WET! As of 14th March it is still wet with 
operations being mainly carried out using the hard strip. Once it dries out we may need a working 
party or two to fill in the ruts. So please ‘keep off the grass’ as much as possible until it dries out. 

It is intended to carry out a further ‘tidying up’ of the compound this Spring - volunteers please! 



7.    SAFETY STUFF by Roy 

As you all know I’m new in this post, but from a Safety Officer point of view I have recently been 
assessing the state of our First Aid kits, Fire Extinguishers, Parachutes and the general husbandry in 
and around the Hangar and would make the following points: 

1. First Aid. It is interesting that only one kit has any scissors and quite a lot of items, plasters, 
bandages, gloves etc have been used.  I have established an initial kit list and will bring all kits into 
line with this list. If anyone has any input as to content of these kits and a logical reason for it, I will 
be only too pleased to make any sensible additions. I have a list of our currently qualified First 
Aiders. I would like to hear from anyone, whether they believe they are on this list or not, to contact 
me if they have this or any higher medical qualification and are prepared to act in such capacity for 
the club. 

2. Fire Extinguishers. These seem to be well maintained and annually checked. So far the only 
anomaly would appear to be one extinguisher which does not have a designated post. Either it has 
been moved or the placard relating to it has disappeared. I shall try to establish where it should be 
located or whether it is a spare unit. 

3. Parachutes. We currently have one of our seven unserviceable. I would remind everyone that the 
Daily Inspection record cards must be completed for every day we fly and before flying.  This begs 
the question 'Who is Qualified/Confident' to inspect our parachutes? Depending on the response to 
this, the answer may be a further article on the subject. 

4. Husbandry. At the risk of upsetting members who have deposited items in the Hangar, I have 
recently moved quite a lot of things. Mostly to try to enlarge the space available when manoeuvring 
aircraft in and out, but we all have to realise that in such a space there is a high risk of personal 
injury if we do not keep the space tidy. As a club, we need to find an alternative to storing oil and 
other flammable stores in the Hangar. We quite urgently need to move the oils and greases away 
from the compressed air supply. Why? Answers on a post-card to RFD-SO-NVGC. Most humorous 
gets a beer. Most accurate gets to be my deputy!  

5. Thought for the Month. Do you act as a Launch Point Marshall for the club? If so, will you please 
check the names on the flying list against the signatures in the Ops manual? Anyone who has not 
signed for the latest version is not permitted to fly solo. Harsh but Simples!!! 

8. PR. & PUBLICITY PAGE by Jonathan 

We have nothing to report in this issue. 

9. SOCIAL MATTERS 

The annual dinner, held on 2nd March was an excellent evening enjoyed by all.  

Awards were presented as follows: 

 



 

On the left, Brian Palmer accepts the award to Peter Valentine, who was unable to be present. 

Centre is Alan Wyse receiving the Marshal Papworth Bowl awarded jointly to him and David Braham. 

Daisy is in the right hand photo receiving the CFI’s award from Steve. 

 

10. THE NVGC – RAMSEY ABBEY COLLEGE FLYING SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME 

Many of you, especially those who were at the formal presentation evening at Abbey College, will be 
aware of what has been evolved, but for any who have not already learned what is happening, here 
is a short explanation of the scheme. 

Our club has teamed with Ramsey Abbey College, our local Comprehensive School, and will be 
teaching selected students to fly up to and including solo flights at no cost to the students, the 
college or the parents. In fact the cost will be met from a grant which our Chairman is arranging. 

Initially 6 students will be trained, with a further 6 starting within the 12 months from the inception 
of the scheme and 6 per annum thereafter. The students will be full Junior Members of the club and 
will attend on either Saturdays or Sundays, 3 per day. Selection will be ‘on merit’ and will be made 
following a trial lesson for each short-listed applicant with Steve or Roger.  

At the presentation we were fortunate to have Pete Stratten, Chief Executive of the BGA, present. 
We are the very first gliding club in the U.K. to offer such a scheme in conjunction with a local school 
and the BGA seem to be seeing this as a way to get keen young people into gliding – a thing our 
sport really needs. The BGA will be keeping a watching brief and have offered us any assistance they 
may be able to give in really making it a big success.  

Our small club should be proud of having the drive to do this and the enthusiasm of our members to 
make it work. Start date is late May 2013. 

The idea is that in addition to the flying, we will work with the school on other projects and our 
embryonic flight simulator has been moved to the school where there engineering and IT students 
will be completing it. In addition, the school will be willing and able to carry out any engineering 
design and manufacturing of parts for our ground equipment and any other suitable joint projects, 
so our engineering needs will help the College’s students with their ‘A-Level’ Engineering studies. 

It is intended that each student will be allocated a ‘Mentor’ who will not be an instructor and any 
volunteers to help with this will be good. 

This is indeed a unique scheme which will benefit the college, our club, the BGA and our local 
community. 

 



11. FEATURED MEMBER   -   TONY WALKER 

It is the intention to feature one of our members each issue. This issue it is Tony Walker who is one 
of our most stalwart members who always seems to be around with his motor-home. He is a B.I. and 
is responsible for all parachutes, ropes, strops and other cable attachments. Here he tells his own 
story: 

Hi Guys. 

Peter (THE EDITOR) has asked me if I would write a bit about my flying. 

I was brung up in a council house in Yeadon where we could see the runway of what was to become 
Leeds/Bradford Airport and when the RAF trainers were not using it we used to play on the runways 
and in the hangers, so I suppose I have always been around aircraft.  I built models as a boy, plastic 
kits and free-flight rubber mainly.  With the advent of radio control I took up Hillside Soaring on 
Rivington Hill. (I am a founder member of the Rivington Soaring Association).  I became quite good at 
it and made my own designs, aerobatic and pylon racers mainly, but a few soarers and cross country 
models. (This was a bizarre sport.  You ran the cross country over several miles of rough moorland 
whilst flying your glider round a set course, and you had to be at the turnpoint when the glider 
rounded the turn.  It needed strength, stamina, flying ability and a fair measure of stupidity, (not to 
say luck).  

 

On the left we see Tony as a young lad 
with  model which he built & flew 
The right hand photo shows a slightly 
more grown-up Tony at Long Mynd. 
 
They say the only difference between 
men & boy are the size and price of 
their toys! 

 
       

At that time I was running a wholesale warehouse in Bolton, but promotion brought me and my 
young family back to Leeds and the flying diminished over the following years.  I fell out with the 
wholesalers and worked for a spell with a firm making mechanical handling equipment, first on the 
shop floor as a semi skilled fitter, then in the drawing office before redundancy came and I then got a 
job as a workstudy engineer with West Yorks CC. Then, I trained as a Highway technician.  
Redundancy again when the Mets were dissolved in ‘84 led me via Leeds CC eventually to Oxfordshire 
CC and studying part time for a degree and this is when we pick up on the gliding again. I was invited 
by a mate to an evening flying event at Booker.  My mate had several tens of thousands of hours 
commercial piloting but had never been in a glider. Neither had I – but it felt great.  

Later the same year Heather bought me a trial lesson at Enstone and I flew the whole of the flight, 
pedals and all, except for the winch take off and final touchdown.  I was hooked. Even a 5 day course 
with 6 pupils and only one instructor could not quash the enthusiasm.  In midsummer 1995 joined 
The Vale of the White Horse Gliding Club at Sandhill Farm and started training.  Progress was slow.  
Long gaps between attendance was the main cause as I was working as RE on the M4 in Wales. (flew 
at Usk one weekend).  Early in 1996 I had a 5 day course at Edgehill and on the Thursday morning 29 
March after a cable break was sent solo in a K13 (flight no 76 and 15hrs). Immediate conversion to 
K8 VIM rounded of the holiday.  Then back to work.   

During the preceding years Heather had been studying for the Ministry and that summer we were 
posted to the Methodist Circuit in Oxted, Surrey.  As I finished off the M4 site in Wales I moved to the 
Epsom office where I became Site Engineer for the Transportation section at WS Atkins. 



I joined Southdown Gliding at Parham in the December.   Parham was over an hour from home and 
costs were high so flying became intermittent again.  In the spring of ‘97 I went on another 5 day 
course, this time at the Mynd, winching in K21s. I went solo on day 2, got my first 1 hour flight day 3 
and converted to the K23 day 4. I flew the first flight of day 5 with John Stuart and we launched into 
low cloud. He climbed away, on instruments until we topped out at 10,000ft covered in ice.  As we 
defrosted on the way down he showed me how to do multiple loops. Such terrific enthusiasm from 
someone flying literally every day.  

Back at Parham I was cleared on winch but having trouble with aerotow.  I flew a lot with Dick 
Thirkell,  some of you may remember him from Crowland, and we used the airtime for advanced 
cross country training both on the ridge and thermalling.   In the October I was sent aerotow solo in 
the K13 and then the K18. 

My logbook shows I flew K13 K21, K23, K8, K18, Blanik, and T21 during that year and flew the club 
DG300 (FTS) to get cleared to fly an Astir which I bought into in May 99.  I had a 1/6th share and 
started to clock up some hours. I completed Bronze in Feb 99. We flew on 1st Jan 2000 and on 16th Jan 
2000 I had my first landout when the ridge stopped working.  I flew also at Camphill and Sutton Bank 
and landed out again at Petworth House from where I got an aerotow retrieve.  I flew with Roger 
Coote in The Eagle. In June 2001 I completed Silver with 368 launches and 150hrs.   

Then we moved again, to The Fens. 

Once we had settled into our new home I came and tried Upwood and flew a couple of check rides 
with Romo then had 42 mins in the Junior.  I tried Crowland and decided I preferred Upwood. I visited 
Lyvedon but it was too far to travel and they were not flying that day. So here I am, having stayed 
here during a further two house moves.   

 I have since flown at Gransden, for flapped training and at Crowland several times to keep my hand 
in at aerotow. I have taken a liking to visiting other clubs now that I have a campervan, so I have 
been to Eden several times, Camphill, Saltby, Wittering, Talgarth (flying to survive!), Aboyne and 
Milfield.  Whilst on holiday abroad I have flown at Omarama NZ, Cunderdin Aus. and Minden USA. 

My most memorable flight I suppose is a flight I did in the back seat of a Nimbus 3dt with Sam 
Whiteside from Minden, Nevada.  We towed to 3000ft above site and headed South over the Pine nut 
Mountains then from one desert mountain to the next , past Mono Lake in the distance and on to the 
White Mountains with Bishop Airbase to our west and Death Valley over to the East and down as far 
as Owens lake where we turned for home.  Sam did the ridge flying and I flew the thermals.  I 
contacted one thermal at 500ft above Boundary Peak (10,3440ft) and topped out at 18,400ft with a 
climb off the clock at 18+kts then by routing via clouds we flew, limited by VNE at this altitude, for 
200km without turning.  720kms round trip and 6 hours on oxygen, a two peebag flight. 

My worst experience will save for another day, but I will not buy another PIK 20b 

To date I have about 600 hrs, Gold C badge with one diamond and a BI rating.  I have flown 25 types 
(but not yet a K6) at 24 sites not including the field take off from the stubble field in Wiltshire. I have 
had shares in a Grob CS77 Astir, a 17m Vega, a PIK 20b and my current 15m Vega, all of which I have 
loved.  

I would love to complete my diamonds, heaven knows I have been to three of the best sites for wave 
in the world and not yet done the height.  I have done no competition flying; I guess I am afraid of 
coming last. 

If you were to ask me what has helped most in my flying history I would say, 1st. A good 
coach/instructor (thanks Dick) and then a share in a glider so I didn’t have to come back after half an 



hour. You can get comfortable in the air before stretching your legs and going places, I would 
encourage everyone to get into a syndicate; you soon forget the capital outlay and the annual 
running costs are manageable, particularly when in a syndicate.   

What held me back? The insistence on having a land-out crew inhibited me greatly when I joined 
NVGC. At Parham everyone was everyone’s crew, if you landed out you rang up and someone came 
for you. I have pulled several people out of fields in the gloom after a long day at the field. So it came 
as a shock when I was told different, particularly as I did not know you all.  I think we are better at 
this now and I would say to you, if you need a crew just ask everyone.  The only way to find out how 
far you can go in a day is to set off and find out! 

 Go for it. 

See you at the launch-point.  

Tony 

12. LETTERS TO EDITOR 

From our ‘Webmaster’, David: 

NVGC Website 

The NVGC website is there to give information about the Club to members of the public and also as a 
source of information to Club Members. 

Since we introduced the Voucher system, we have migrated away from the “cheque in the post” 
method to online selling via PayPal. This is where we now sell the majority of our Vouchers.  

Many people have found the Club through the website. 

We now have online embedded Google documents (these are updated by various members without 
the need for the Webmaster to update the website) on our website for members to use, The 
Instructor/Launch Point Controller Rota, The Club Operations Manual, the new Aircraft Repair 
Schedule, plus several other downloads. Indeed this Newsletter may well be available using this 
method. 

The Website is updated from the Club Office by the Webmaster who acts as Editor, but to succeed 
needs input from the Membership. This is where you come in. If you have a camera, then please 
take a few shots of members who have just gone solo, interesting views from the air. Articles are 
also welcome from the Committee to let you know what is going on and also from the general 
membership about flights they have had or badges they have achieved. This information can also be 
used by the S&G member Kerry, for her bi-monthly report.   

Happy Surfing, David Mansfield, Webmaster for NVGC Ltd   

13. EXPEDITION TO EDEN 

Tony Walker has submitted the following to keep all those making the Expedition to Eden Soaring 
again this coming May. 

Brian has booked the cottage in Culgaith and Richard A. has booked the one he used last year.  At the 
moment we have 10 people with 8 gliders going.  If numbers rise then we will need to find more 
accommodation.  If you are thinking about coming with us then please let me know sooner rather 
than later so we can get more accommodation sorted. 



I have advised Eden that we are coming. However, our trip this year is in the opening week of the 
operations at Skelling Farm, Eden.  This means that the first Saturday will be spent by the guys at 
Eden setting up the site for the season. When we arrive, those who have been before can help with 
the set up whilst I take the newcomers for a walk round site check. I understand that the Helm Wind 
blew the cabin away during the winter (but thankfully not the loo, which has been returned to the 
hiring company) so I am not sure of what facilities there will be on site. They were/are making efforts 
to obtain a replacement cabin which would be sited at the top rear of the field with a new toilet and 
running water. 

 Also, all the members at Eden will want and need check flights. This means that their 2-seater will 
not be readily available early in the week since they will want to use it themselves. This should not be 
an issue for Silver, self authorising pilots, which is most of us,  but it means, of course, that it makes it 
a bit more difficult to do our site checks.   

The long distance forecast shows warm & thermic days with gentle westerlies giving way to evening 
wave to 15,000ft. on every day. Or, was that wet muddy days with giant easterlies giving way to 
grumbling and pissing down rain.  Oh no, that was last year! (and don’t forget the sheep droppings –
Ed!). 

14. WE WELCOME 

The NVGC warmly welcomes the following new members: 

Stewart Palmer, who is, so far as we know not related to Brian. 

Laura Ferguson. Laura is Gareth’s wife and Lyn & Roy’s daughter-in-law. She holds a Commercial 
Pilots Licence. 

15.        FOR SALE & WANTED 

For sale: Half Sheet (1.2 X 1.2) 12 mm hard faced exterior ply.  £10.            Contact Tony Walker. 

For sale: A detached thatched bungalow near Baldock,   £Loadsamoney.  Contact Michael Muir. 

16.   AND FINALLY 

In an email to Tony Walker, Basil Fairston of the BGA has confirmed that the EW ‘D’ 

data-logger is still acceptable as a barograph for all height claims and as a flight recorder 

for Silver & Gold claims. Now that has saved us some money. 

------------------------------ 

Here we have some ARIAs. For those who don’t know what that means, it’s ‘Always 

Remembered Instructors Advice’: 

 

i. Every takeoff is optional but every landing is mandatory. 

ii. Flying isn't dangerous. Crashing is what's dangerous. 

iii. It's always better to be down here wishing you were up there than up there wishing 

you were down here. 

iv. Learn from the mistakes of others. You’ll never have time to make all of them   

yourself. 



v. Never let an aircraft take you somewhere your brain didn't get to earlier. 

vi. Keep looking around. There's always something you've missed. 

vii. Low & slow and in you’ll go. 

 

 

The next issue will be at the end of May. 

Interesting articles are needed.  

Please send any copy you may have written to the editor at his email address by 14th 

May. Perhaps one of those on the Eden Expedition could take some photos and write an 

article. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


